I INTRODUCTION
For many purposes it is useful to have an estimate of the total activity of an irradiated fuel element.
Where the original composition and irradiation history of the fuel is known, the activity can be calculated. In other circumstances it is sufficient to estimate the rate at which the element is emitting gamma radiation. If the element can be considered as a point source in air then a measurement of exposure rate (Ax/4t) at distance t will be related to. the activity (A) by means of the specific gamma-ray constant (1') defined by I. C. R. U.1) as r-Ca(va (1) Although the spectrum of gamma radiation from irradiated fuel covers three decades of energy it usually shows a strong peak at about 0.8 MeV. A value of F can be calculated using approximation that each integration results in a single 0.8 MeV gammaray. Then for an isotropic point source in air, the I' value for an irradiated fuel element is 0.45 (Rfh) (m2/Ci) based on the assumption that energy per ion pair in air is 33.7 eV and mean energy transfer coefficient of air is 0.0288 cm2 jg at 0.8 MeV. In order to treat the element as point source it was necessary to make a geometry correction and a self-absorption correction using the following methods.
1. Transform the geometry of fuel element to a cylindrical shape. The active dimension of the fuel element is 6.35 cm X (0.25 cm x 10+0.52 cm X 9) X 60.96 cm; the equivalent radius (R) of the equivalent cylindrical fuel element is 3.82cm. 
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Once the exposure rate is known from the survey meter, we can obtain the activity of the fuel element simply using Eq. (3). fuel element is given in Fig. 1 . The gamma-ray flux Table 3 Comparison of THOR fuel activities using different measurement methods.
Pao-Shan WENG, Chen-Yun HUANG and Chao-Yeh LAN scattering conditions shown in Fig. 1 . Also the exposure rate at the measuring position is enhanced by bremstrahlung from the beta emitters in the fuel.
However, the experimental results obtained by two different approaches are in good agreement as can be seen from Table 3 . Though the measurements were performed at different times, the main nuclide of fission products remaining in the fuel element after 552-570 cooling days was 137Cs which has a half-life of 30 years. This explains the two set of data presented in Table 3 have the consistent values.
The maximum estimated error appearing in point source approach was about 25% and was almost entirely due to the characteristics of survey meter itself. The errors appearing in line source approach were quite involved. In Table 3 the error indicated was that of one standard deviation while averaging the activities measured at 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90cm
distance. From our' experiment it appeared that the error was larger while measurement was performed at 50 and 60cm distance than that was performed at 80 and 90 cm distance. This indicates that buildup factor for water introduces a substantial error in our experiment. Another source of error is the uneven distribution of activity in the fuel element.
The order of magnitude of these errors were determined by moving the fuel element to the pool center and up to the pool surface while taking another measurement at a closer distance. This would eliminate most of the scattering, bremstrahlung, and buildup factor effects except the uneven distribution of activity. Meanwhile the film badges were calibrated using different energies of X-ray, 226Ra, and 60Co. The sum of the errors mentioned above for considering the fuel element as a line source in water was about 40%.
